
Hello…lovely to virtually meet you…

At Stellar Garlands we believe there is nothing quite so exciting as deciding where to
have your stunning artificial Christmas Designer Garland. The options are many. So
here are a few helpful pointers for you to bear in mind whilst choosing.

❖ The most traditional and logical place would be surrounding your fireplace.
Wouldn’t that look incredibly welcoming with the gently twinkling lights above
the glowing fire? We delightedly agree.

However, please do take into account the heat from the fire when considering
this area. Especially if it is an open fire, or a closed door, natural fuel type i.e. a
log-burner. The garlands and some of the adornments are made of certain
materials that do not respond well to such rapidly rising heat. Your garland may
be irrevocably damaged in these circumstances. Yet there are options around
this, so book an appointment with us using the booking button on our website
and let us help you find a happy solution.

❖ If you have no fire surround, or are short of space for a tree, you may wish to
use the floor, maybe underneath a wall mounted fire. Have a peep at our
website Showcase for examples to get you thinking.

❖ With an internal window-ledge, you could dazzle your neighbours with an
incredibly sparkly display, wishing all passers-by a very Happy Christmas! Yet
this is not the only option for a window, so chat with us, let us help you find
which is the best one for you.

❖ With any traditional dresser, you could display your gorgeous garland on the
lower section, or even on top…there’s nothing to stop you from doing both.

❖ Some have commissioned a full length garland as a table centrepiece, draped
luxuriously in the middle of the dining table. Our garlands are robust enough to
be quickly removed for those unexpected visiting special guests and will need
no adjusting on repositioning on the table thereafter. Until the next happy
special occasion.

❖ Maybe you would love a brightly coloured garland for the stairway banister or
handrail. It is a truly dazzling sight. You could even have one running up along



the steps themselves too. Children of all ages and sizes will soon be scurrying
up the stairs in excitement to bed on Christmas Eve. How wonderful would that
be…the perfect photographic backdrop. With more than a few sparkling eyes!

❖ At the Stellar Garlands home, we have a warm white stunning garland
surrounding a bookshelf, from plain to fabulous view…in minutes! You could do
the same with a doorway or even an archway, warmly welcoming home to all
who enter.

There are so many ways to display a stunning Christmas Designer Garland…with just a
little imagination…and a whole lot of sparkle!  So…how would you like yours…?

Let us know by booking an appointment with Stellar Garlands now.

http://www.stellargarlands.co.uk

